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Escorted small group tour North East New South Wales

Reading List
A History of South Australia
by Paul Sendziuk, Robert Foster
A History of South Australia investigates South Australia's history from before the arrival of the first
European maritime explorers to the present day, and examines its distinctive origins as a 'free'
settlement. In this compelling and nuanced history, Paul Sendziuk and Robert Foster consider the
imprint of people on the land - and vice versa - and offer fresh insights into relations between
Indigenous people and the European colonisers. They chart South Australia's economic, political
and social development, including the advance and retreat of an interventionist government, the
establishment of the state's distinctive socio-political formations, and its relationship to the rest of
Australia and the world. The first comprehensive, single-volume history of the state to be published
in over fifty years, A History of South Australia is an essential and engaging contribution to our
understanding of South Australia's past.

The Crow Eaters: A journey through South Australia
by Ben Stubbs
Outsiders thinkof South Australia as being different, without really knowing much about it.
Combininghis own travel across the million-square kilometres of the state with aninvestigation of its
history, Ben Stubbs seeks to find out what South Australiais really like.
In the spirit ofthe best travel writing and literary non-fiction, he lingers in places of quietbeauty and
meets some memorable people. Along the way he debunks most of theclichés that plague the state.
Travelling to Maralinga, Ceduna, KangarooIsland, the Flinders Ranges, Coober Pedy, the storied
Adelaide suburb ofElizabeth and the once-mighty river that is the Murray, Stubbs brings thisdiverse
state to life. He even addresses head-on the question ‘Is SouthAustralia weird?’
Readers will find it hard toresist the book’s implicit invitation to take a look at places much closer
tohome, to take the time to drink in dramatic landscapes that are slow, deep andspeckled with
unforgettable characters.
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Adelaide A Brief History
by Kathryn Gargett, Susan Marsden
On 7 February 1837 Colonel Light completed a sketch plan for the 'town of Adelaide'. This colourful
book traces how this vision grew into the attractive and comfortable city we know today.
Photographs, illustrations, a chronology and a map of 'places to find' direct readers to Adelaide's
distinctive features - its Aboriginal environment, its plan, its British foundations, its buildings and the
growing enjoyment of its cultural diversity.

Cry Me A River: The Tragedy of the Murray-Darling Basin
by Margaret Simons
The Murray-Darling Basin is the food bowl of Australia, and it's in trouble. What does this mean for
the future - for water and crops, and for the people and towns that depend on it?
In Cry Me a River, acclaimed journalist Margaret Simons takes a trip through the Basin, all the way
from Queensland to South Australia. She shows that its plight is environmental but also economic,
and enmeshed in ideology and identity.
Her essay is both a portrait of the Murray-Darling Basin and an explanation of its woes. It looks at
rural Australia and the failure of politics over decades to meet the needs of communities forced to
bear the heaviest burden of change. Whether it is fish kills or state rivalries, drought or climate
change, in the Basin our ability to plan for the future is being put to the test.
"The story of the Murray-Darling Basin ... is a story of our nation, the things that join and divide us. It
asks whether our current systems - our society and its communities - can possibly meet the needs of
the nation and the certainty of change. Is the Plan an honest compact, and is it fair? Can it work?
Are our politics up to the task?"

Burke and Wills: The triumph and tragedy of Australia's most famous explorers
by Peter FitzSimons
The iconic Australian exploration story - brought to life by Peter FitzSimons, Australia's
storyteller.
'They have left here today!' he calls to the others. When King puts his hand down above the
ashes of the fire, it is to find it still hot. There is even a tiny flame flickering from the end of
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one log. They must have left just hours ago.
MELBOURNE, 20 AUGUST 1860. In an ambitious quest to be the first Europeans to cross the harsh
Australian continent, the Victorian Exploring Expedition sets off, farewelled by 15,000 cheering wellwishers. Led by Robert O'Hara Burke, a brave man totally lacking in the bush skills necessary for his
task; surveyor and meteorologist William Wills; and 17 others, the expedition took 20 tons of
equipment carried on six wagons, 23 horses and 26 camels.
Almost immediately plagued by disputes and sackings, the expeditioners battled the extremes of the
Australian landscape and weather: its deserts, the boggy mangrove swamps of the Gulf, the searing
heat and flooding rains. Food ran short and, unable to live off the land, the men nevertheless mostly
spurned the offers of help from the local Indigenous people.
In desperation, leaving the rest of the party at the expedition's depot on Coopers Creek, Burke,
Wills, Charley Gray and John King made a dash for the Gulf in December 1860. Bad luck and bad
management would see them miss by just hours a rendezvous back at Coopers Creek, leaving them
stranded in the wilderness with practically no supplies. Only King survived to tell the tale.
Yet, despite their tragic fates, the names of Burke and Wills have become synonymous with
perseverance and bravery in the face of overwhelming odds. They live on in our nation's history and their story remains immediate and compelling.

Two Expeditions Into the Interior of Southern Australia
by Charles Sturt
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it.
This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within
the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced,
and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has
been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

World Heritage Sites of Australia
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by Peter Valentine
Peter Valentine presents Australia’s 19 World Heritage sites in a magnificent tribute to natural and
cultural history. The outstanding qualities of each site are described and illustrated in exquisite
detail, along with an account of how the site came to be on the World Heritage List. In many cases,
the path towards listing was not straightforward, with the Australian Government having to exercise
its constitutional powers against other parties with vested interests in using sites for other purposes,
including forestry and mining.
Rainforests that show the connections of the ancient super continent Gondwana. Rock art that
points to a history of human settlement reaching over 60,000 years into the past.Sandstone
remnants of eighty years of convict labour and imprisonment. A marvel of twentieth-century
architecture. This is Australia’s world heritage.
In a thoughtful foreword, former minister for the environment, heritage and the arts and Midnight Oil
lead singer Peter Garrett describes his own experience of these wonders and concern for their
continued existence.
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